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Broken water main suspected

Spartan Stadium flooded
by Dave Meltzer
A broken water main apparently caused
approximately 1.6 million gallons of water to
flood the playing field in Spartan Stadium last
Saturday and caused cancellation of the San
Jose soccer Earthquakes home opener against
the Edmonton Drillers set for Saturday.
"The game will be postponed and rescheduled when both teams have breaks in
their schedule," Chuck Adams, North
American Soccer League publicity director and
head of scheduling said.
Official word on when the field will again
be playable has to come from J. Handel Evans,
SJSU’s associate executive vice president.
Evans said he would notify the Earthquakes today depending upon whether the
construction crew can pump all the water out
by tomorrow.
"It depends on how soon they can pump the
water out and if the weather holds up," Evans

said, when speaking about the possibility that
the game could be played Saturday night.
"The only re-scheduling we’ll do will be
changing dates at Spartan Stadium," Earthquakes General Manager John Carbray said.
"They still have snow in Edmonton,"
Earthquakes public relations director Steve
Des Georges said.
Another Earthquake game, set for April 19,
against the Seattle Sounders may also be in
jeopardy.
"It would be impossible to get a date in the
Kingdome (home of the Seattle Sounders)
because the Sonics (basketball), and the
Mariners (baseball) have the stadium all
booked up," Carbray said.
The league has agreed to postpone any
games in which the field would be unplayable,
according to Adams.
All the games would have to be made up
later in the season and the league wouldn’t

allow an’ team not to play the required 32
games, Adams said.
A broken water main line, which supplied
irrigation, apparently burst sometime Saturday, according to Evans.
"The delays are not critical," Evans said.
’’If it wasn’t for the Earthquakes I wouldn’t be
frantic about it."
"We won’t know the cause until the water
is off the field," Des Georges said. He was also
told that unless the water is removed within 72
hours it is possible that all the grass will die.
Since the breakage apparently occurred
sometime Saturday afternoon, the 72-hour
deadline will end at approximately 5 p.m.
today.
SJSU University police received word
between 5:30 and 6 p.m. Saturday that about
two feet of water had flooded the stadium.
continued on page 4
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Construction superintendent for Stolte Inc., Bud Williams (right)
helps set up a pump in an effort to clear the estimated three feet of
water covering the playing field.

Judiciary rejects
election challenge
likatkaaCik
by Kyle Brehm

Bud Williams (left) talks with Associate Executive Vice President Handel Evans (center) and Cy Taylor, concession stand director.

State senate election today
by Scott Hinrichs
Polls will be open today from 7 a.m. to 8
p.m. for a special election to fill the 12th
District state senate seat of Jerry Smith.
The 12th district includes SJSU and extends
from Highway 280 to U.S. 101.
Five Democrats, two Republicans and one
Libertarian candidate are vying for the position
left open by Smith, who was appointed judge of
the 1st District State Court of Appeals by Gov.
Jerry Brown in December.
In a special election a margin of 50 percent
plus one vote is needed to win. If any of the

candidates fail to achieve such a majority,
according to the registrar of voters, a run-off
election between the party leaders will be held
on June 3 in the primary election.
The Democratic candidates include Rod
Diridon, a Santa Clara county supervisor;
Shirley Hendrickson, listed on the ballot as a
manager; Jack Armstrong, a businessman;
Shelly Williams, a company president; and
William Kiely, Jr., listed as a math teacher.
The Republicans are Gloria Hom, an instructor at Mission College in Santa Clara, and

Dan O’Keefe, vice mayor of Cupertino and
president of the Cupertino School Board.
The Libertarian party candidate is Bill
White, listed as a computer software engineer.
According to Larry Gerston, associate
professor of political science, this election has
failed to generate much interest. The main
issues have not "clearly been set forth" by the
candidates, he said.
Gerston, who teaches a state politics class,
saw Diridon, Horn and O’Keefe as the
"leading" candidates in the race.

by Ron Regalia
The A.S. Judiciary rejected Michael Dutton’s challenge to the validity
of the March 12-13 constitutional election at a hearing on March 25.
The judiciary, after only 15 minutes in private session, voted 3-0 to
uphold the election in which a new A.S. constitution was adopted.
Dutton, an SJSU history graduate, claimed the election violated A.S.
Act 23 because it was conducted by council members and not the A.S.
election board.
Under A.S. Act 23, the election board is given sole authority to
"conduct and supervise those elections under its jurisdiction," Dutton
said.
Dutton insisted the election board did not exist at the time of the
election. The board members had been selected but their first meeting
wasn’t until March 20, he added.
A.S. Attorney General Michael Medina pointed out that the A.S.
constitution gives the council authority to conduct elections.
The judiciary acknowledged the procedural problems but felt the
election should stand because -no one was hurt," Chief Justice Thomas
Fil said.
Fil said the election met the test of A.S. Act 9.
Under Act 9, the judiciary has power to invalidate an election only
when its results are "so prejudiced that fair and reasonable selection
among candidates or issues is not possible."
Medina insisted the results would not have been different if the
election board had supervised.
Five members of the board, constituting a quorum, participated in the
ballot counting, he added.
The new constitution was approved by 80 percent of the voters.
"I’m not contesting the results," Dutton said. "I am glad the election
came out the way it did."
In a written statement, however, Dutton stated he was "challenging
the results of the recent ’election.’
"I have no knowledge of any unfairness," Dutton said when asked if
he thought any foul play had taken place.

System fails to deter crime

Prof wants prison reform

by Kyle Brehm

Harry Allen, an Administration of Justice professor

by Kevin Folau
"You can’t deter crime with the present criminal justice system,"
according to Administration of Justice Chairman Harry Allen.
"We don’t need more prisons. We need a community control
system," Allen said. Such a system would place greater emphasis on
the use of community treatment centers, such as half-way houses, and
of probation officers.
Allen was director of the Governor’s Task Force on Corrections in
Ohio in 1977.
The U.S. is first among the major nations of the West in the
number of people incarcerated 1131 out of 100,000) and inflicts the
longest average prison sentences in the Western World, on a par with
the Soviet Union, Allen said.
However, long sentences do not necessarily deter criminals, Allen
said.
California’s new determinate sentencing law, which sets specific
jail terms for criminal acts, doesn’t have "one bit of impact on
potential offenders," he said.
However, while there is "no evidence that capital punishment has
a deterrent effect," Allen would like to see it used as "retribution."
Although California has a capital punishment statute, it is unlikely
that anyone will be executed as long as Jerry Brown remains governor,
Allen said.
Brown has gone on record as opposing capital punishment, and
since the governor has the power of executive clemency, he can
commute any death sentence to life in prison, Allen explained.
Trying to cut the crime rate by incarcerating people is both ineffective and expensive, according to Allen.
"In order to cut down the crime rate by one percent, you would
need to increase the prison population by three percent, he said.
California’s prisons are already seriously overcrowded, and

overcrowding was reported to have been one of the major reasons for
the prison riot in New Mexico that claimed 33 lives.
In 1970, one of every 10 convicted felons went to jail in California.
Today, the figure is one of every three, according to Allen.
However, if the controversial income tax -slashing Proposition 9
initiative passes, "more people will be locked up," Allen predicted.
If the measure passes, counties will not be able to hire as many
probation officers, he said. Persons that might have been placed on
probation after being convicted of a crime will instead be sent to
prison. Allen said.
"Proposition 9 may force us to deal with the problem of crime,"
Allen said.
The California Department of Corrections’ budget is about $250
million, with about 20,000 inmates in correctional institutions. The
majority of the funds goes for salaries of correctional officers and
maintenance costs, Allen said, not rehabilitative programs.
"Rehabilitation requires a different kind of environment," Allen
said. "It’s more expensive in the short run." but "it may. be cheaper In
the long run."
Some rehabilitative programs now in use have made a difference.
including the use of plastic surgery and "shock parole."
Plastic surgery, used to correct facial deformities, especially in
juveniles, has had a very beneficial effect on these individuals, Allen
said. However, because of the cost of the privedure, it is used only
infrequently, he added.
Selected offenders who are being incarcerated for the first time
may be offered "shock parole" after serving six months. The idea is to
give the offender a taste of prison life and then give him the chance to
"go straight."
The program has generally been successful. Allen said
continued on back page
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College: more than just job training
by Ron Regalia
Staff Writer
Students who believe college is strictly a vehicle for
the acquiring of job skills are missing out on the true value
of higher education.
The college experience is one which every person
should be exposed to. It is a unique opportunity to learn
and broaden the mind, as well as develop valuable skills in
social interaction.
In this fast -paced. money -oriented society we live in,
people are rar:ly given the chance to drop everything and
learn simply :or ilie sake of learning. In fact, we are
discouraged from this action.
The controlled environment of a college campus is one
of those rare escapes. Over a period of four years or more,
students can leave behind the real world and study in a
wide variety of fields, learn from experts and grow intellectually and socially.
Knowledge is something which should not be taken for
granted. It contributes to a more complete personality
and makes us aware of why and how the world is like it is.
Knowledge gives people the ability to appreciate
more fully what man has done and helps toward selfdiscovery .Most importantly, knowledge allows the individual to cope with and understand a broad range of
situations and problems.
The recent changing of the general education
requirement from 40 to 48 units was motivated at least
partially by this philosophy. Too many students are
allowed to graduate with poor reading and writing skilLs.
Many also have great difficulty expressing themselves
orally and are severely restricted in their educational
backgrounds.
It is sad that the well-rounded education must be
forced on students. For too many, general education
courses are undesired requirements and electives are
opportunities to take "slide" courses and easy units. The
only classes with any significance for these students are
those in their majors, and only because they are
necessary to graduate and get a job.
The student who adheres to these viewpoints is not
receiving the full value of higher education. When he
graduates, he is not much better off than the 8 to 5
workaholic who avoided college. The only difference is
that he has a "career" rather than a job and owns a scrap
of paper saying he is -college educated."
The school itself is often to blame. Many majors, such
as business, engineering and aeronautics, provide little
room for electives. Students are saddled with a strict
curriculum which leads to a narrow and specialized
education. A chemical engineering major, for example,
can take only one elective course (excluding general
education), and that must be approved.
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An engineering major is undoubtedly qualified in his
field. The program is excellent in this regard. The
sacrifice, however, of a broad education is one which no
student should have to accept.
The major reason for the failure of education is not
the college, but modern society itself. Reading and conversation as forms of entertainment have been virtually
replaced by television and motion pictures. Our minds
have been weakened and stagnated by these media, which
provide easy entertainment in return for passive viewing.
The television syndrome, sadly, has filtered into our
educational system. In elementary and high schools, and
to a limited extent in colleges, filmstrips and movies often
substituted for textbooks and teachers are expected to
entertain rather than instruct. One SJSU theatre arts
course, for example, requires only the daily viewing and
critiqueing of television.
The affluent consumer society essentially produces a
person whose sole objectives are to work, earn money,
buy as much as possible and indulge in mindless entertainment. A diversified college education, emphasizing
knowledge rather than job skills, does not mesh with these
goals. Hence, many college students are disappointed by a
system which actually requires them to learn something
other than job skills.
College, if nothing else, gives these students an opportunity to meet many kinds of people with many different philosophies. The student is at least exposed to the
wealth of knowledge available to him and the cold fact
that the world is larger than his hometown. For these
reasons, even a short time in college is beneficial to all
people.
Ideally, higher education should bring together the
career and learning. The student, if he desires it, can be
trained for a satisfying and rewarding career. Most importantly, though, he must be motivated to learn and
broaden himself, not only in the classroom but on his own.
If the school doesn’t do this, it is only contributing to the
consumer society.
The student who wants a wide education and improved skilLs in reading, writing and oral communication
is not strange or impractical. He is not only satisfying his
own needs but gaining an important edge on the narrowly
educated.
We do not need a school system which turns out only
unemployable intellectuals. But we also do not need a
system which produces ignorant employables.
Perhaps the median, the intellectual employable, is a
rarity in today’s world, but that person should be a model
for us all. In preparing himself for a career, he has not lost
sight of the original purpose of higher education. It will be
that person who achieves the highest levels of success and
personal satisfaction.
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Running as a third-party candidate
wouldn’t be a wise move for Anderson
by Jeff Rhodle
Forum Editor
In the current race for the
presidency. one candidate who has
impressed a lot of people is Illinois
Congressman John Anderson. a
liberal Republican.
Anderson has put forth an admirable effort as an underdog
candidate whom many people had
never even heard of until he made
some surprisingly strong showings
in early presidential primaries. But.
despite these strong showings.
Anderson remains far behind frontrunner Ronald Reagan and behind
No. 2 George Bush in the battle for
the GOP nomination.
Knowing he has almost no
chance of winning the nomination,
Anderson is now said to be considering running as a third -party
candidate. Such a move, however,
would not be in Anderson’s best
interests if he hopes to be president
some day.
A third-party candidate has
never won the presidency and Anderson. who is running a distant
third in his own party, would not be
the first exception. Of all third-party

candidates, Teddy Roosevelt, in
1912, is the only one to capture more
than 25 percent of the popular vote.
In 1968. third -party candidate
George Wallace won only 12 percent
of the popular vote.
If Anderson goes the third-party
route, he probably would manage
about 10 percent of the vote, which
would make him look weak.
But Anderson has said that if he
doesn’t run, he would feel as if he
would be letting down the thousands
of people who have strongly supported him.
If he does run, though, what
good will it really do him and supporters? All he could possibly hope
to do is play the role of a spoiler. For
instance, if the election were between President Carter and Reagan,
Anderson’s presence would hurt

Carter the most. Anderson would
take away some of the votes that
otherwise would have gone to
Carter, possibly swinging the
election to Reagan.
Either way, Anderson would be
out of the presidential picture of the
future. He could never again hope to
win the Republican nomination after
having run out on the party. And
switching parties has never been the
answer for any politician who might
have been in the "wrong" party.
But, if Anderson does choose to
become a third-party candidate, the
question is: When is the best time to
announce? To get on the ballot, he’ll
need a required proportion of
signatures in each state from
registered voters -- only 260
signatures are needed in Tennessee
but 101,300 are required in

California.
If he announces now, he has a
chance to qualify for the November
ballot in all but five states but he
would lose federal funds and the
exposure that comes from running
in Republican primaries. However,
if he waits until after the GOP
convention, he’ll have less time to
collect the necessary signatures.
If Anderson really wants to be
president, he should be patient for
four more years. In this campaign,
he has made a name for himself
nationwide. Instead of running as a
third -party candidate and making a
weak showing, he should support his
party’s nominee. Then, if that
nominee loses, a better-known
Anderson, in 1984, could hope to
make a legitimate bid for the
Republican nomination.

Distorts

Mistake

Editor:
The article in the March 26 issue
on the recommendations on the
overstaffing situation made by the
Enrollment Patterns Committee
somewhat seriously distorts two of
the recommendations.

Editor:
President Fullerton’s all university
rally
regarding
Proposition 9 seems to me to be a
mistake, because it is never in a
university’s interest to express
preference for non-academic over
academic purposes.

According to the article, the
committee recommends "that all
sabbatical leave proposals be given
equal priority." Actually, the
recommendation is that "research,
research -related, and faculty
redevelopment sabbatical leave
proposals will be given equal
priority." The point of this
recommendation is that leave
proposals for faculty redevelopment
that is, for study that will prepare
faculty members to teach in
departments other than their home
departments
will have the same
priority as proposals related to
research. Present policy places
these three types of proposals above
those for other types of activity but
does not give them equal priority.
More serious, however, is the
statement that the committee
recommended "that faculty should
be temporarily reassigned from
overstaffed areas to departments
which are not overstaffed." This
statement is a gross distortion of the
committee recommendation, which
states that "Departments with
available positions should be encouraged to work with potentially
qualified members in an effort to
resolve overstaffing problems." The
committee recommendation certainly does not recommend
wholesale reassignment of faculty
members, without regard for
qualifications or for the authority of
receiving departments to evaluate
qualifications, as a means of
avoiding layoff.
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The committee is concerned
that faculty members in overstaffed
departments be considered as
teachers for classes in other
departments that they are qualified
to teach, but it recognizes, as it
states in its recommendation, that
"in all cases of new assignment, the
receiving department must decide
upon the appropriate qualifications
and must be satisfied that the
faculty member newly assigned is
qualified for the teaching involved."
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letters

Robert H. Woodward
Professor of English
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Burton R. Brazil
Professor of
Political Science
Charles M. Larsen
Professor of Mathematics
( Members of the Enrollment
Patterns Committee )

The president’s opinion is that
classes may only meet for "compelling academic reasons." But, in
any case, classes ought not to meet
for anything but compelling
academic reasons. As I understand
it, her discussions of Proposition 9
are not to be academic ones.
Therefore, I do not see any reason
for this university to suspend
classes, even for an hour.
If there is enough anxiety and
uncertainty about Proposition 9 to
justify a rally, as the president
claims, then let us have one. I
suggest that all the anxious and
uncertain ones could gather early
Saturday morning. I suggest that a
local park be the place of assembly,
rather than the university gym,
because that would be more commodious. At that time, and in that
place, most of us could feel free from
our academic responsibilities.
John A. Wettergreen
Associate Professor of
Political Science

Exciting
Editor:
The publication of the Tower
List is one of the exciting things that
happen on this campus; students
and faculty crowd around the
display area in the bookstore and
lots of people seem to be talking
about how the evaluative comments
either reinforce or challenge their
own evaluations of instructors. This
is usually a lot of fun.
However, the Tower List suffers
on two major accounts. Certainly,
the list is open to attack about
representative sampling land size of
sample in some cases). But, more
importantly, the content of the
assessment technique itself is open
for criticism. A quick perusal of the
questions posed about the instructors will show that the
questions concern the teacher’s
style and not how much the student
learned from the teacher.
That’s unfortunate. After all,
knowledge is what every student is
here for. Of course, style and content
may make the best teacher, but
style without content means very
little. Too bad the Tower List doesn’t
help us.
Steven T. McDermott
Lecturer, Communication
Studies Department
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SCALE offers job experience
Students are given an
through
opportunity
SCALE to gain job experience and be of service
to the community, said
Virginia O’Reilly, SCALE
coordinator.
SCALE stands for
Student Community
Academic Learning Experience.
SCALE places students
in internships and volunteer positions in the
con.nunity. SCALE is in
the Office of Student

Programs an, Services
next to the Spartan Pub.
"Students can apply
what they’ve learned in the
classroom to the real
world" O’Reilly said.
"They can find out if a
job in their major is what
they thought it would be."
"Students get pre professional experience to
help them make career
decisions and develop job
contacts," said Suzie Hair,
student public relations
coordinator.

SCALE works with
more than 70 agencies.
Agencies usually call if
they have a position
available, Hair said.
Even though the
positions are non-paying,
their responsibilities are
equivalent to a paying
position, Hair said.
Students can earn from
one to three units. For
three units, a student must
work approximately 88
hours, for two units, 66
hours and for one unit 33

hours.
"We fill about 300
positions a year," Hair
said.
and
Internship
volunteer positions are
divided into areas of
counseling,
health,
education, legal service,
recreation and arts.
Students interested in
counseling can work at
board -and -care homes,
with troubled teenagers,
community services and
Carol
said
agencies,

Mars in 3-D to be shown

NASA Photo

A 1976 photo shows the desolate sand dunes of Mars.
by Margie Isaacson
July 1979 inception.
The San Francisco
In an effort to raise $1
million to help support the section of the American
Viking Mission to Mars, Astronautical Society will
Bay Area supporters of be bringing its fundraising
space exploration have activities to SJSU on
launched a fundraising Friday.
"Images From the
drive which has already
brought in $5,000 since its Viking Mission," will be
shown in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.,
Spartan Daily
and will feature the movie
Sening tht San Jose Stale
"Mars in 3-D."
Unlversity Community
The evening will be
Since 1931
"more entertainment than
USPS 509-180 1
Second class postage paid at San
scientific
purely
Jane, California Member of Calsaid
Bill
material,"
ifornia Newspaper Publishers
Copeland, audio-visual
Association and the Associated
coordinator for the society,
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A $2 donation will be
asked from students who
attend, $3 from the general
public. The program is cosponsored by the Society
and the SJSU Cybernetics
Systems Department.
Many of the old myths

Bug Problems?

and fantasies about Mars
will be explored, and the
audience will be brought up
to date on Mars research
and the Viking Mission.
The movie is in color
and will be the finale of the
program. It will include
aerial view scenes from the
Viking orbiter, and scenes
of the Martian surface
taken from the science test
lander. Canyons as deep as
the Grand Canyon will be
pictured in full relief, and
because of the 3-D effect,
ridges, outcrops, drifts,
and craters of the planet’s
terrain will be shown in
detail. Guests will be
provided with special 3-D
glasses.
The purpose of the
fundraiser is to "show that

there is a lot of public
support" for the Viking
project, which Copeland
said will probably suffer
very severe budget cutbacks in the near future.
"We also want to give
the public a taste of what’s
going on," Copeland added.
"Our objective is to
raise $1 million to impress
NASA and elected officials," he said. The
fundraising drive has
already been cleared with
NASA, Copland noted. "We
have raised $5,000 so far
with very little publicity.
"I want to make it
clear that we’re not
criticizing NASA. We want
to support them in the
budget crunch," he explained.
The Viking Mission
began in 1975 when two
spacecraft were launched,
one on Aug. 20, and the
other on Sept. 9. They both
landed on Mars almost one
year later.
Since that time, the
spacecraft’s equipment
has been transmitting
photographs of the Martian
terrain, weather reports,
soil analysis, and other
scientific data to NASA
officials. No life forms
have been found to date.
After almost four years
of being on Mars, one of the
Viking crafts shut itself off
last week and is no longer
operating. NASA officials
have said they expect the
second craft to continue its
work on into the decade of
the ’80s.
The money raised
through the society’s efforts will be used to
"support the distribution of
the data that is returned,"
by the spacecraft,
Copeland said.

Bouchard,
counseling
student adviser.
Health students can
work in family planning
clinics, a hospital
emergency room and do
physical, occupational or
speech therapy, said
Debbie Childs, student
health coordinator.
Recreation students
can work with community
recreation organizations.
There are art students
at the San Jose Symphony,
San Jose Civic Light Opera
and Fine Arts League, she
said.
Education students can
do classroom teaching.
They can work as
classroom aides or tutors.
Students interested in
legal work can work with
juveniles and adults on
probation and counsel
inmates in local prisons.

WED STUDENTs PROGRAM
mrsi JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

The FIRST
Certified
Crazy Person’s
Comedy.

A business major
would not get credit in
business, if they did accounting in the San Jose
Box Office. They might get
credit in creative arts.
Students can register
for SCALE during preregistration for the fall,
said Nan Young, education
and legal coordinator.
It is a good idea to do it
now so a student can
arrange their schedule
without worrying about
fitting SCALE in the fall,
she said.
Interested students can
sign up for an internship or
volunteer work by calling
the SCALE office at 2772187.

y

Georgia I Sandds

Suzle Hair of SCALE

They can also work on
political campaigns and
with consumer protection
agencies.

ENGINEERING
GRADUATES

Students can earn
credit in psychology,
creative arts, speech communication and health
science.
A student will get
credit in one of these areas,

For employment in Southern California

’Type
your way
to an
$800 prize!

THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
will be recruiting on your campus for civilian employment in:
Naval Architects
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical/Electronic Engineers
Civil Engineers & Architects
Industrial Engineers

Compete in Western’s
1980 National Typing
Contest! You could win
our grand mite an IBM
Seleciric II typewriter
or any number of local
prizes.
To enter, you must
have worked one day between November 1 , 1979
and April 30, 1980, for
Western* the place with
good paying, summer
temporary assignments.
Contest starts April I . so
hurry on by to quality!

THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
civilian employment offers:
Challenging career opportunities
Constantly changing lob assignments
World travel
s Liberal vacation time
High -paying retirement
Merit promotion opportunities

THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
is looking for graduating engineers who:
Can accept responsibility for multi -million
dollar projects
Are creative in engineering analysis to
improve cost efficiency
Can adapt to multi -engineering problems
with state of the art requirements
Are self -motivating

Sign up now at your placement office. We will be

Friday, April

interviewing:

11, 1980

If you cannot fit this into your busy schedule
but are still interested write or call:

Bill Wilson
Professional Employment Coordinator

Western

LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD

TE1117011111Y 11111111.

Code 170 1
Long Beach, CA 90822
Call collect (213) 547-7657 or 547-13276

tilts. Pascoe,
Pruneyard Tower 1

An Equal Opporionity Employer MF

US Citizenship Required

371-7171
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and Ilavet
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If there is a lack of
funds, he explained, the
data will still be transmitted from Mars, but it
won’t be distributed.
"Mars
in
3-D,"
narrated by Stanford
University Professor Elliot
Levinthal, has already
been shown to "overflow
crowds"
at Stanford
University,
the
Jet
Propulsion Laboratory at
Cal Tech, and the Johnson
Space Flight Center.

but it may not be
necessarily in their major,
Hair said.
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"Do-it-yourself

99

Copy a one-hour cassette
In less than 2 minutes.

490

Make a Copy of your Favorite
Cassette For Only
*Price includes the copy cassette and the
Copying Service! Guaranteed perfect monaural
copies, every time.

What can you copy?
The potential uses for cassette copies are endless. Here are just a few of the
most common applications: lectures, seminars, language labs, meetings,
college Glasses, sermons, sales messages, weddings, interviews, talking
letters, family events, relaxations, exercises, word-processing data, and
computer programs.
This coupon is redeemable for one (1) cassette copy of your original cassette for only 49c.
Any additional copies of your original cassette are at the prices below. Simply bring your
original cassette and this coupon with you. The copy cassette and the copying service are
included in one price.

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
(Good All Semester)
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Tune up
Alias! valves
3 Check compression
. Chace compression

5
I
7
I

adWal carburetor I alias! Ar
10
Change oil
B
fluid
11
3 Quirts n1 oil
Transmission fluid add
12 .- Wary livid add
Lubrication

ONLY $25
-Plus Parts If Needed

Spartan Mobil
294-1562
11th and San Carlos

Offer good for:
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same great location/service for 12 years

All Work Guaranteed

Your Original
Cassette Length

Regular Price
Per Copy

30 minute
60 minute
90 minute
120 minute

$1 89
$2 59
$3.39
$4.39

High -Speed
Copying These
1 minute
2 minutes
3 minutes
4 minutes

The Wednesday Cinema
April ’9, 7 & 10 P.M.
$1.00
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Funded by Associated Students

1!51pcittan
CASSETTE COPYING CENTERS

Available
Exclusively at:
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san Josestate university
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Pitching stops Gaels

Judo
dynasty
ends

SJSU 3-3 in NCBA

by Dave Meltzer
The longest lasting
dynasty in the history of
intercollegiate sports has
come to an end.
After 18 consecutive
national crowns, the SJSU
judokas failed in their
quest for No. 19 Saturday at
Howard University in
Washingtun, D.C.
Cumberland College of
Ky.,
Williamsburg,
became the only team
besides SJSU to win the
National Collegiate Judo
Association championship
since 1962, the first year the
NCJA held national
championships.
After 18 straight firsts,
the 1980 Spartans finished
in fifth place.
-Everything
went
kaput!" judo coach Yosh
by Julie Levy
Uchida exclaimed. "Next
year we’ll have to re- San Jose State University police officer Grant Ledbetter (right) and Plant Operations Director Bob
group," he said.
Bosanko attempt to stop the water from flooding Spartan Stadium late Saturday night. The flooding
problems was not stopped until several hours later when an irrigation specialist closed the correct valve.
SJSU’s
began when Edouardo
Cerna, a second place
finisher last year, was
injured while competing in
another tournament in
continued from page 1
"This isn’t the first time Evans said.
storm, but he called
Venezuela.
Officer Grant Led- vandalism has struck the
University Police soon
Neither Stolte Inc. or afterward.
Mike Vincenti was better answered the call construction project.
flown in at the last minute, but since it was Saturday
"The water main broke Evans could estimate how
The
Earthquakes
coming out of bed with the night, it wasn’t until just two weeks ago and was much it would cost to pump arrived home
after their
flu, to compete in the 156 - before 10 p.m. before they replaced by the con- all the water out of the Saturday night
game in I.os
pound division. Vincenti could contact anyone struction company. It is a stadium.
Angeles, and general
performed admirably in associated with plant possibility that the pipe
that manager John Carbray
Evans said
substitute role, placing operations.
wasn’t put in correctly," Project Supervisor Bud went to check on the
fourth.
Bob Bosanko, director Evans said.
Williams went to the stadium Sunday morning.
The only other Spartan of plant operations, finally
construction
The
After seeing the flood,
placer was 143-pound Mike arrived to shut off the company in charge of the stadium Saturday afSwain, who won the pump around 10:30 p.m. stadium expansion, Stolte ternoon to see what Carbray notified NASI.
might
have
been
damage
offices of the possibility
national championship.
when the water was ap- Inc., would have to pay for
Brad Moss, scheduled proximately three-and-one- all damages unless it can caused by Friday’s rain that Saturday’s game
when
he
discovered
the
would have to be postto compete in both the half to four feet deep.
be proven that vandalism playing field partially
poned.
heavyweight and open
University police said was the cause for the flood.
water.
under
division, injured a knee they were not considering
Five
If the water main
pumps
are
while he had a com- the possibility of vandalism
He originally thought currently working on
break was caused by
manding lead in his as a cause for the water
vandalism, the university that the water on the field getting the water out of the
quarter-final match.
main break.
would be responsible, was run-off from Friday’s stadium.
-If Brad could have
Police
Information
continued, he would have Officer Russell I.unsford
clinched at least a second," was unavailable for
Uchida said.
comment as to why the
In the women’s police
inweren’t
division, the Spartans vestigating the possibility
placed fourth nationally.
of vandalism, since Evans
Christine Penick won said concession stands had
two first place medals, in been broken into Saturday.
both the 145-pound division
"Tools were taken and
and in the open division.
windows were broken a
SJSU’s Pins Caputo couple of weeks ago by
at Spartan
placed fourth in the 105- vandals
pound division.
Stadium," Evans said.

Flooding dampens Quakes’ opener

SAVE

by Jeff Morris
The Spartan baseball team began last
week’s spring break on a very good note
with a three game sweep of St. Mary’s.
SJSU then took a heartbreaking 4-3
loss in 16 innings at the hands of the
University of Nevada -Las Vegas )33-8) on
Thursday, April 3 and closed out the week
with a 2-1 victory over Biola University
14-7 ) on Friday.
SJSU is now 3-3 in Northern California
Baseball Association action for fourth
place in the second half, 19-18 overall.
The St. Mary’s sweep ended a fourgame Spartan losing streak and avenged
two defeats by the Gaels on March 17-18
which kept SJSU one half game out of third
place in the final first half standings.
"Our pitching continues to be
especially good, and I am very pleased at
the resurgence of Randy Raphael," SJSU
skipper Gene Menges said.
Raphael, a senior, had been struggling
this season, finishing the first half of the
season with a 1-6 mark and an ERA which
continually hovered around the 5.0 mark.
A four strikeout performance against
the Gaels in the bottom half of Saturday’s
twin bill for his second victory of the
season combined with six strikeouts
against Biola is the best that Raphael has
looked this year, according to Menges.
"Randy struck out the first six men he
faced against Biota and he looked like a
ball of fire," Menges said yesterday.

Are you ready
for we of the
st growing
semiconductor
manufacturers?

color print
film
developing
$100

Kodacolor, Fuji or 3M
color print film
110, 126 or 135 film sizes
Satin borderless prints
Prints are dated

Offer expires 4/11/80

SJSU Spring
Doubles Eliminations
Friday, April 11, 2:30 p.m.
28 Teams
Maximum

Entry Fee
$10 per team

Prizes for lst-8th Place

OFF,,
Spartan
Book/tote

Synertek will be on campus ready or you
Monday April 14 Contact the Career Planning and Place
ment Office at 27728160 set up your interview It you
cant arrange loran on campus interview send your
resume to Nancy McMillan Employment Manager
Synertek PO Box 552 Santa Clara California 95052
Synertek is a state-of the art MOS micro
processor and memory semiconductor manufacturer
headquartered in Santa Clara. California with immediate
expansion planned in beautiful Santa Cruz along the
Pacific Coast
If you re about to earn a degree in Electronics
Engineering Chemical Engineering or Physics were
interested in your possible future here at Synertek
Get to know the company with a future For you

-i

SyirteI

Equal Opportunity
Affirmative Action M/F/H/V

SanJoseStateUniverSity
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A.S. Government Elections
The A.S. Office is accepting applications for
the following positions:
Board of Directors

Executive Offices

Director of Academic Affairs
Director of Business Affairs
Director of California State Affairs
Director of CornmurAications
Director of Community Affairs
Director of Intercultural Affairs
Director of Ethnic Affairs
Director of Personnel
Director of Sponsored Programs
Director of Student Services
Director of Non-traditional Minority Affairs
Director of Student Rights and Responsibilities

Including 6 Bonanza bowling balls,
4 bowling bags, and lots offree games

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA
277-3226

Besides Raphael, Menges had to be
pleased with the performance of SJSU
pitcher Mark Langston.
On Friday, March 28, Langston set
down 10 Gaels on strikeouts in 7 and 1/3
innings en route to his fourth win of the
season.
SJSU’s resurgent offensive attack
pounded out seven hits for four runs while
St. Mary’s could only get two runs on five
hits.
In the top of Saturday’s twin bill at St.
Mary’s, SJSU needed only five hits and
three runs to dispose of the Gaels by a 3-1
score.
SJSU’s Jay Brazil got the win, going
the distance for the third time this season.
Third baseman Chris Gallego
collected two RBI, giving him a total of 14,
second only to Mike Brown’s 16.
Six Gael errors and a good showing by
Raphael, now 2-7, enabled the Spartans to
take a 3-0 decision from St. Mary’s for the
Spartans second sweep of the season.
Thursday’s 4-3 marathon defeat at the
hands of Las Vegas is not indicative of the
offensive show by each team.
The Rebels collected 20 hits and SJSU
10, but a dropped ball on a called strike
with the bases loaded in the 16th enabled
the Rebels t.gr) heroo the victors.
Spartan starter Brazil, 6-2, took the
loss and Rebel Tom Saver got the win.
SJSU rebounded on Friday, defeating
Biola by a 2-1 count.

President
Vice -President
Comptroller
Academic Senate
3 Seats

Applications are available in the A.S. Office and
are due no later than 3:15. April 11th, but may be
submitted any time before then.
An orientation meeting for all candidates will be
held on April llth at 3 p.m.
For more information call 277-3201.
Space for this ad paid for by A.S.
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Long Beach and Arizona fall

SJSU tracksters keep winning
by Dave Meltzer
The SJSU track and
field team continued its
dominance of events at Bud
Winter Field by stopping
Arizona 88-64 Saturday
afternoon.
The Spartans recorded
their 30th consecutive
home dual meet victory, a
streak which dates back to
1974. SJSU closed out its
dual meet season with a 4-1
record.
The Spartans had
stopped Long Beach State
84-78 on the 49ers home turf
in a March 29 meet, for win
number three.
Saturday’s meet was
highlighted by Felix Bohni,
a Spartan by way of
Switzerland, tying his own
Swiss national pole vault
record of 17-6, which he had
set the previous week at
Long Beach.
Bohni, who has an
unofficial best of 17-8,
’Jef(
44"1ev barely scraped the bar
bv
Rob Sueflohn placed second in the shot put when he tried 17-9 later in
Saturday against Arizona, with a put of 54-5.
the meet,which would have

broken the Swiss record.
Curt Ransford won the
javelin throw by an
astounding 96 feet, with a
250-11 toss. Ransford had a
262-1 toss against Long
Beach, which, at the time,
was the best mark in the
nation this year.
Essodina Atchade won
the long jump in both of the
meets, with jumps of 25
feet plus. Atchade set his
season’s best mark of 25-5
1/2 at Long Beach State.
Saturday was not a
good day for the SJSU
sprinters, particularly Tim
Foster and Ken Thomas.
were
men
Both
disqualified for false starting in the 100-meters,
which eventually was won
by Arizona’s Ray Treatt in
a 10.2 timing.
The baton pass from
Foster to Thomas in the
4x100 meter relay was
dropped, causing the
Spartans to lose what is
normally ore of their
strongest events.

Spring football play begins today
by Jon Bloom
The daily grind known
as spring football practice
officially starts today with
the first taste of "contact"
providing the introduction
for an intrasquad scrimmage Saturday.
Until today players
have been putting themselves through casual drills
against simulated offenses
and defenses along with
weight training, but no
"real evaluation" of the
gridders has taken place,
according to head coach
Jack Elway.
’’I’m really anxious to
get a look at our
and
innewcomers
doctrinate them _into our
system," Elway said

ore5,
BUDGET
t
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
264-7030

before leaving for a team
meeting yesterday.
"We’re looking at a
different concept this year
on defense," Elway said,
referring to the method
known as the Eagle
defense, " and a lot of new
teaching is involved."
"I’m really anxious to
see how the team looks,
particularly on defense."
The Eagle may be one
way for the Spartans to
improve over last year’s

defensive crew which
allowed a generous ’407
total yards per contest last
season.
Elway will have a new
face on the staff to help
coordinate the Eagle in the
form of Larry Kerr, who
takes over the linebacker
corps after Dave Ottmar
left SJSU for Stanford.
Kerr, no relation to
Spartan wrestling coach
T.J. Kerr, is a former SJSU
player who performed at
the linebacker position

innufath.
1.91 E SANTA CLARA ST

ribs,.

IA

under Darryl Rogers from
1971-74.
Kerr was head football
coach at Pioneer High and
worked as an assistant at
San Jose and Saratoga
Highs.
Elway feels the team
will be "better off" with
Kerr as he "knows the
area."
The 27 -year -old St.
Mary’s graduate will also
help out with local
recruiting and distribution
of game films.

Thomas came back to
win a non -scoring 100meter heat in 10.4, while
Foster placed fourth,
clocking 10.7. Foster also
placed fourth in the 200meters.
Arizona’s Treatt
capped off his 100-meter
victory with a repeat
performance in the 200meters, nipping SJSU’s
Willie Jackson at the tape.
Both men were timed at
21.0.
Jackson
placed
second to Treatt in the 100meters scoring heat.
The Spartans, who had
already clinched the meet
at 88-50, fell apart in the
final two events of the day.
Arizona placed first
through third in the 5000meters, with Harrison
Koroso’s winning time
nearly one minute faster
than SJSU’s Steve Lanker.
The SJSU weakness in
the 4x400 relay was taken
advantage of again, as
Arizona took victory by a
clear six seconds. A nonscoring team from Nevada Las Vegas actually won the
race in 3:18.8, compared to
Arizona’s 3:22.8, and the
Spartans 3:28.3.
Sprinter Ernest Lewis

AMEIR
0%1
TONIGHT

has returned to the team
and ran a leg of the 4x400
meter
relay
against
Arizona.
Two other Spartans
came through with personal bests over the Easter
break, leading to the two
team victories.
Triple jumper Craig
Roberts set a personal
record against Long Beach
with a 50-11 1/2 leap and
followed with a meet
record of 50-6 against
Arizona.
Discus thrower Paul
Bishop’s toss of 188-6
against Long Beach is the
third best mark in SJSU
history and qualifies him
for the NCAA championships. Bishop also
broke the meet record
against Arizona with a 1794 throw.
Bishop and Roberts
personal record saved the
meet at Long Beach, where
the 49ers were on the verge
of repeating their 1978
upset victory over the
Spartans, which ended a
two -season SJSU win

STUPID

293-1952

It s stupid to pay more when we II make high
quality Xerox copies for you for only 4C
And 3’ 2C overnight.
And we reproduce dissertations on thesis
quality cotton rag for only 8C
No minimums-

Saturn 3
The Godsend

Stan Ross continues to
score victories in the 1,500
meters, with impressive
times against both Long
Beach and Arizona. At
Long Beach, Ross lowered

In the 400-meter intermediates it was Jerome
Bea rdon, with a 55.7
clocking, winning the
Dobbins
with
event,
placing third.

cRoncifi eefiao
1-22X liNA
IIAM11 fON-MERIDIAN MEDDENTAL CENTER
(WILLOW GLEN)
1171 ILAMII ION AVI

FESTIVAL

EARN UP TO $100 A DAY
Must have a valid California driver’s license.
Be neat, aggressive, and willing to work
For more information: Call 287-8082
BAY AREA COMPACT

plus

LIVE RENAISSANCE
MUSIC BY LIONHEART

KINKO’S COPIES

*****

(April 25-27 at Fresno State)
Qualifying Squads:

Jackson repeated his
success in the 200-meters
with a
21.3 victory
clocking.

They placed 1-2 in the
110-meter high hurdles
with Mike Hawthorne
winning in 14.7 and Pat
Dobbins placing second
with an identical clocking.

PAUL SCOFIELD AS

KING LEAR

Friday, April 11, 9:00 p.m.
Saturday -Sunday, April 12-13
12:30 & 3:30 p.m.

Open to all students at any college or university
in Northern California

BOWL 6 GAMES ACROSS 12 LANES, ALL SCRATCH

ENTRY FEE $8.00 PER PERSON
Information & Sign-ups

!STUDENT UNION
GAMES AREA /

1180 HOCT1/11MA ilAPORTS INC IRVINE CA

to

For the first time this
season, the Spartans came
up with good performances
in the hurdles.

Personnel needed in delivery, soles, secretarial,
salary and commission service departments

SHAKESPEARE

*******.......
San Jose State Students
qualify here for the
Sixth Annual Intercollegiate
Masters & Queens Tournament

*************

Thomas lust his first
100-meters of the dual meet
season at Long Beach,
placing third behind Long
Beach’s Horace Berry and
the
winner,
SJSU’s
Jackson, who was timed in
10.3, a season best.

standard

269-62611

NOW HIRING

481 E SAN CARLOS ST
1408) 295 551 1
123 SO THIRD ST 1408) 2954336

Firepower

his season
3:47.3.

Distributor for Large West Coast Manufacturing
company now hiring for new Regional Distribution
Center in homecare products serving Santa Clara
County and Bay Area

MACBETH

101.12.11

streak.

265 Meridian Ave., Suite 6
San Jose, CA 95126
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Top -1 0 SJSU golfers
fa!I twice to tough rivals
by Catherine Cassidy
The past few weeks of
competition have not
proved as productive for
SJSU’s men’s golf squad as
Coach Jerry Vroom would
have hoped.
Setting a good pace for
themselves in the first
round of the Fresno Golf
Classic shooting a third
place 373, the Spartans
faded away in the following
rounds and disappeared
from the leader board and
into 10th place.
And with the memory
of the Fresno Classic
blunder on their minds, the
Spartans buried their
chances for a second
consecutive Western InGolf
tercollegiate
Championship, managing
place
in
the
sixth
only a
tournament at Pasatiempo
golf course in Santa Cruz
last week.
"We started out good
and got steadily worse,"
V room said of the two
competitions. "I was very
disappointed."
Going into the Fresno
competition, the Spartans
were ranked by Golf World
magazine as 10th among
the top collegiate teams in
the nation.
"Golf World might
change their minds after
these tournaments,"
Vroom said with a laugh.
Led by the undaunted
efforts of team star Bob
Clampett, Brigham Young
University waltzed to an
almost unchallenged first
place in the Fresno tournament two weeks ago,

finishing with P 1108. USC
and Fresno State tied for
second place, but trailed
BYU by 11 shots.
V room had anticipated
at least a fourth place for
the Spartans in the Fresno
contest, but his team fell
far short of those expectations.
"We ran into some
problem., with the course,"
Vroom said. "It was an
unusually
hard,
fast
course, and our team as
well as most everyone else,
could not make the adjustment."
"Bob Clampett didn’t
seem to have too many
problems though," Vroom
said of the BYU golfer.
Clampett was the only
player to solve the fast
greens, sporting threeround heroics that gave
him a 13 shot lead in the
individual race.
With a bad memory of
Clampett’s crusade in the
Fresno tourney fresh in
their minds, the Spartans
came back to Santa Cruz to
defend their title in the
Pasatiempo Western Intercollegiate
Golf
Championships last week.
Perhaps it was having
to face Clampett and the
Fresno Classic competitors once again, but
whatever the case, the
Spartans failed in their
efforts, handing the crown
over to co-champions USC
and UCLA and only placing
sixth in the competition.
USC and UCLA shared
the title with a final 1,106,
while University of Pacific

SJSU sports summary

picked up third with 1,107
and BYU coasted into
fourth with a 1,110 in one of
the closest races in the
history of the Pasatiempo
tournament.
Bob Clampett once
again played the leading
role. His three-under-par 68
in the first round and fourunder-par 67 in the round
were reminiscent of his
performance in Fresno.
Tom Cole and Alan
Swank were lie only SJSLI
pleyers to place within the
top 15 golfers in the tourney. Cole’s 220 was good for
a tie for 10th, while Swank
fashioned a 222 margin
which earned him a threeway tie for 14th.
"We have never played so
badly in this tournament,"
Vroom said. "A couple of
the players got into a slump
and just couldn’t pull out of
it.
their
Despite
frustrating past performances, the Spartans
are still optimistic about
the upcoming U.S.
Collegiate tournament at
Stanford, Vroom said.
The Aztec Invitational
scheduled for April 9, 10
and 11 was cancelled due to
flood damage on the Torrey
Pines course, but Vroom
said the cancellation will
give the Spartans time to
practice up for the Stanford
tourney.

Lady fencers 2nd
the
as
Entering
favorite of the field and
racking up the identical
final score of 81 that last
year won for them a fifth
national
consecutive
crown, the SJSU women
fencers seemed likely
candidates to lock up
another championship.
But this year it didn’t
work. The Lady Spartans
fell two points shy of
champion Penn State in the
National Int ..eollegiate
zencing
Women’s
Championships held at
Ohio State March 27.
Penn State, who last
year came close to grabbing the title from SJSU,
picked up the two extra
victories necessary to
dethrone the Spartans,
accumulating a final 83.
The University of
Pennsylvania trailed SJSU
by only one point, for an
uncomfortably close third
place.
Joy Ellingson, last
year’s title winner who was
favored to pick up the
NIWFA individual crown
once again, took a second
place seat along with her
team, surrendering the
championship to Gina
Farkashazy of Wayne State
in the final round of
competition.
Diane
SJSU’s

WIN 1
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self service
25( minimum

growing segment of the
worldwide computer
industry.

Datapoint Corporation
pioneered the concept of
dispersed data processing,
maintaining our leadership
through constant innovation
and research. The result is a
growing family of compatible
computer systems that fit
easily into the working
environment growing as a
business grows and thus
eliminating the need for "fresh
starts" each time computing
requirements change.

Boat Dance 80

18.6 million in fiscal 1973 to
232 million in fiscal 1979 with
fully taxed earnings of 25
million. Datapoint is soundly
positioned in both financial
resources and professional
management, intent upon
continuing its leadership role
in the dynamic and evolving
computer marketplace.

An ENpanding
kompany
Datapoint is demonstrating
one of the most dramatic
growth rates in the computer
industry. Evidenced by an
increase in revenues from

Whether your degree is in
ENGINEERING. COMPUTER
SCIENCE, ACCOUNTING,
FINANCE. MARKETING OR
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, a career
with Datapoint can offer you
more than just personal
advancement. It offers you the
unique opportunity to
participate with a team of
proven achievers in bringing
new computer and
communications hardware
and software technologies to
the world of business
For more information about
Datapoint Corporation, see
your Placement Office for our
on- campus interviews
Apri111 8 28,1980
We are an equal
opportunity employer M/F.

A Night On The San Francisco Bay
Live Rock ’n Roll by

Survivor
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1.1 appreciation, Togos at 8th and
William will give 1/2 off on any sandwich
to the first 100 volunteers signing up
for Campus-Community Improvement Dal.
For more info, call A.S. at 277,1201
pace for this ad paid for by A.S.

Tickets $10
Cal 277-3357
6 p.m. to 10 p.m.

available at
Men Hal
352 SALMI

GRADUATING
ENGINEERS:

Sign up now for a
look at one of the
year’s best job offers
We offer civilian career opportunities that stress immediate "hands-on"
responsibility your chance for recognition, reward and professional
growth right from the start.
Mare Island is an engineer’s kind of world. We’re the third largest active
navel shipyard in the U.S. and the West Coast’s oldest and best known
naval Institution.
And, we’re located In one of the world’s best places to use and work- the
heart of Northern California! San Francisco is Just a boy Amity. .the
famous wine country Is right next door...and sailing or skiing are as close
as next week -end! To get complete Information, contact your placement
office and sign up now for an Interview.

CAN1RS INTI tVIEWS

April 11
m,

AND Njwi,SI inn:mu )

Vallejo, ( &Womb.
An Frond Oppnrtunliv Imployer
U S ( itirensn.p Required

ID DATAPOINT

elk

Friday, April 11th

More Than Personal
Advancement

A Company Ready
For The Future
Business has quickly realized
the profit potential of this new
generation of computers. The
low cost and versatility of
dispersed data processing
permits application where
traditional computing systems
weren’t cost effective. And
that’s just the beginning. The
dispersed data processing
market is projected to grow at
an annual rate of 30 to 40
percent through the 1980’s
and represents the fastest

Boosted by the efforts
of Barb Walker and Kan
Holland, the SJSU bowlers
nahhPd the NCAA sectional
title in Fresno March 30
and earned a ticket to
battle for the national
crown.
Walker’s high average
of 221 and Holland’s 206
pushed the Spartans up to
the No. 1 spot with a final
11,802 pins after 11 games,
making them eligible for

If there’s one spot
where SJSU women’s
basketball team won’t have
to worry about depth next
season, it’s at shooting
forward.

407 E Santa Clara St
(between ,Sth and 10th Streets)
295-6600/295-7778
Bus Hr. M -f 8-8 . Sat 10:6

WHY QMPOINT
CAN offERivu MORE
The Leader In
Dispersed Data
Processing

Bowling

Women’s hoop

25( minimum

ALL AMERICAN
COPY INC.I

gymnastic’s
SJSU
coach Rich Chew had
hedged on his predictions
on Kenneth Garner
because he wasn’t sure how
the young vaulter would
react to the pressures of his
first NCAA championship
meet.
Unfortunately, Chew’s
fears were confirmed last
the
when
weekend
sophomore Garner fell
and
pressure
victim to the
finished only 79th in the
nation with a vault of 8.575,
more than a point off his
season’s best.
"It was a pressure
loaded meet. The crowd
and the level of competition
was the best ever," Chew
said. "I think he was
overwhelmed by the whole

Coach Sharon Chatman made sure the
Spartans wouldn’t have
any shortage of shooting
forwards by opening the
recruiting season with the
signing of highly touted
Cindy Galarza of College of
San Mateo and Chris
Rhodes of Sunset High,
Hayward.
Galarza comes to SJSU
after leading the College of
San Mateo to two consecutive
Northern
California championships
and earning a most
valuable award in this
year’s tournament.
The 5-9 Rhodes also has
impressive credentials
with a 17.0 scoring and 10
rebounding average.

first copies Sc

Hot tubbing it.

I i:/rnirvrr-1411-1/1
.1
Read it in the spartan Daily

Garner folds

the NCAA Bowling
Championships May 1-4 in
Milwaukee.
Also scoring for the
Spartan women were Liz
Sylvia with a 197 average,
Sandi Wooton with a 192
and Sharon Nishirnatsu
with a 175.
In the men’s division,
SJSU took third place with
a total 12,449, behind first place California with 12,587
and runner-up Arizona
State, 12,507.

Kodak Copies
2c Each
Xerox Copies
1 1/2c Each

-9711Tir

Knoblach fell one place
short of qualifying for the
finals and finished in
seventh
place,
while
teammate Sue Huseman
took ninth.

thing."
"Overwhelmed" by the
comhigh-pressured
petition, Garner made
crucial error in his first
vault and then repeated it
in his second and last vault.
In both vaults, Garner’s hands hit outside of
the zoned area on the
horse, thus costing him
valuable points.
Chew had hoped
Garner could place in the
top six in the vaulting and
the sophomore might have,
had he hit something above
his 9.18 average.
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Iranian diplomats ousted;
Carter cuts export trade
i API -- Ayatollah
Ruhollah
Khomeini
scuttled the latest attempt
at conciliation in the
Tehran hostage crisis
Tuesday, and President
by
retaliated
Carter
diplomatic
breaking

relations, ordering Iranian
diplomats out of the United
States and banning virtually all U.S. trade with
Iran.
It was the toughest
American action against
the Iranians in more than

four months, and Carter
warned that continued
refusal to free the 50 U.S.
Embassy hostages "will
involve increasingly heavy
cost to the government of
Iran."
Earlier Monday,

Khomeini’s office announced that the 79-yearold revolutionary leader
had rejected Iranian
President Abolhassan Beni
Sadr’s proposal to transfer
custody of the Americans
to the ruling Revolutionary
Council. .
The hostages will
remain under the control of
their militant captors until
Iranian
new
the
Parliament decides their
fate, it said. Such a

decision may be months Tuesday.
away.
prohibition of
A
After lengthy meetings almost all further exports
with his top foreign policy to Iran. He said he exadvisers, Carter went on pected even exports of food
national television and and drugs would be
announced
the
new minimal.
An inventory of frozen
retaliatory steps:
Iranian assets in the United
A break in diploma- States with a view toward
tic relations.
establishing a program of
Expulsion of all Iran- financial assistance to the
their
and
officials
diplomats
and
ian
hostages
remaining in the United families, and to prepare for
States
by
midnight claims by U.S. cor-

porations and others
against Iran. An estimated
$8 billion in Iranian
government assets was
frozen last fall in one of
Carter’s initial retaliatory
steps.

"Other actions may
become necessary if these
steps do not produce the
prompt release of the
hostages," Carter said.
He did not say what
other steps might be taken,
but a naval blockade of
Iran is known to have been
considered and the United
States might try to enlist
the help of its European
allies in further economic
retaliation.

Invalidition of visas
issued to Iranians for
future arrival in the United
States. He said new visas
or renewals will not be
issued except in unusual
circumstances.
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OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer or year

Announcements

las
us

E
.
S.
America,
Australia, Asia, etc. All fields MO
Is S1,700 monthly. Expenses paid.

For Sale

MOVING

AND HAULIN-13, Have
large truck. Avail, for all sorts of
lobs. Call Not at 3gg4917.

Sidhtselting. For free into, wrote IJC,
426 Begonia, Corona Del Mar, CA

10
Baseball cards, yearbooks and world series
sports
statues,
autographs,
memorabilia. QUICK CAC14, See Dr.
WANTED:

Lapin, Bus. Tower 763, or rail 837
0191

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER .65
per lb. No limit. Call 2934954.
10 PERCENT off antiques you Can
afford for dorm, apt., furniture, old
clothes. Decorative items. Open IS

Enroll

now!!

Information at A 5

Office. or call 371-4111.

998.0149 (Any lime)

SPARTAN

Recycling

Gardens

Languages. Telephone 277-2576,
ENTERTAINMENT FOR WOMEN’
Male cake popper for your next

6390.
SANK YO STD 1150 stereo cassette

MOTHER OLSON’S
Two houses

deck

campus

Dolby switch, Cr02/FeCr bias
and automatic shut off. Ecellent
condition. SI 20.Call 277.8651 alter 7

Center is open this semester Wed ,

LODGINGS.
from

stromt

We collect newspaper, cardboard, glass, aluminum and tin
cans, !please flatten), motor oil and

vice, TV, and parking. 545 par sok.
shared, $60 to 1165 per wk. single. 122
North 8th St. Call 9964223.

SCOTT ski boots, ladies size 7. Worn
only twice, good condition. Call 277.
11215.

bachelorette party Call Rock at 248
0344 alter 7 p.m.

Kitchen, linen, maid ser-

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
Great guys and gals. Kitchen, game
room, color TV. linen and maid

courtyard,

automobile batteries Were across
tram Spartan Stadium on the corner
of S 7th and Wombat? Sts. Bring

2 APTS. and 5 sep bdrms
lot,
attractive colonial at 420 5. 5th St.

your recyclables and come out and
support us. Volunteers welcome.

104,000. Call agent at 395 4488. By

parking. 645 per week shared, 565
per week single. 202 South 11th
Street. Office In North 810 St. Call

appointment

990-0223

service,

I ireplac,

Typing

SELF-HYPNOSIS TRAINING

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Improve concentration and study
emery recall, control

skills.

arn 2pm and Sat. and Sun., 10am
aprn

Lima and
19
June -4

Dates)

Peruvian culture with up tot units of
academic Credit offered. For more
information, contact Or Roland J.
Hamilton, Department of Foreign

Confidential Legal

Tues-Sal.
STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
Of your mouth and save money too

Lake Titicaca,
more.

August. Campus site. Arequipa. the
city of eternal springtime. This will
be a total immersion experience in

Reverend Donald

394 E. Campbell Are.,
inside ice cream parlor. Call 379.

be ta(mn to the gungle, Cuzco. Machu
much

No blood test required
No waiting

mossiumno
Housing

THE SKY THE LIMIT IN THE
CLARIFIED
ADS

will have the opportunity to travel
and study on Peru. Excursions will
Picchu,

WEDDING CHAPEL
Close to campus
Resident clergy

92625.

SUMMER ’80 IN PERU. Students

rates,

. Special student

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Truth Jaffe

Call

249-1513.

1901 Los Anodes Times Syndicate

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL. 20
yrs. exp. Resumes, theses, reports,

HOUSE

painting and remodeling.

Professional

quality.
reasonable
. For a free estimate, call Art
at 7641620 evenings and weekends.

vitaes, term
’orates,

reports,

charts,

ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15

letters. dm

graphs.

etc
Call

So Valley area
KATHIE at 570-1236, a m to ’7 p.m
Reasonable
I

am

also

on

the

Graduate

Oe

eapproved Typist List.
BEER MAK ING

serious student wanted to share 2
harm.. 2 ba apt near Westgate. Ills mm. from campus. sin plus 1/7

OUR kit selling for 5209S makes 9
gallons of delicious brew, and then
IS cents per 6 -pack alter that.
Simple onstruthons and top quality

Help Wanted

where can they get a European typo
malt beer woth 5 percent alcohol and
not have to go out to buy it. We’ll
give you individual instruction, or
h., be happy to rap more with you
on Friday nights Morn 7 to 10 in the
Beermakers Pub, next door to the
store.
BEERMAKERS OF AMERICA
1040 N. 4th Street
San Jose, 286-6647
Store open- Wed nu, Sat., 9 a.m. to
6 p m., 4 days.

ingy what better
ARE you
time to have
beautiful award
winning color portrait created by
Jahn Eric Paulson Call John at 441.
2318

9454.
Internship

CAMPUS

Program.
and

Sales Course. CALL 249.5275.

COUPLE with child to shared harm.
house near campus with couple with
child. SHARE 11 child care, 21 co.

WORK available now in Southwest

op food buying, 31 Cable TV and
fireplace. 41 patio, private yard and

Cupertino,
Jose,
E offside.
Saratoga and Sunnyvale. Flexible
hours. Apply in person at 210 South
151 No. 3215 or call 297-4664. Over IL

responsibilities.

Financial

Planning

Training

San

and

51

utilities
per

S300

and

month.

Exc aaaaaaaaaa ences. Call Don or
Pat at 39S-7438.

own car.
CAB drivers needed. Full and parr.
time drivers and dispatchers. Must

ROOMIE

wanted:

harm..

2

ba.

school.

Pool,

apt.

Real
10

sauna,

ince

2

from

mm.

room,

rec,

be 25 years of age or older. Male and
tensile. All shifts available. Call

tennis. lam an hero senior. Most be
over 31 and neat. S175/mo. Call Sal

King Cabal 193-9044,

at 294.2367.

MENt WOMEN!
JOBS?
Expeditions!

Sailing

Cruiseships!

Sailing Camps. No experience, good

HAYLOFT for rent 1 block from
etc.
Private
ent aaaaa ,
SJSU.
52115/ino. plus dep. Call 2934315 for

worldwide!
plication.

and gay men. GSU provost’s a blend
of social and educational activities
which give lesbians and gay men the

CRUISEWORLD 20, 2535 Waft Ave.,

opportunity

to

meet,

themselves

and

each

other

and

Group: 3/20 17:11 p.m./ GrOuP
Outing to Drama Production, 3/27
Live

IIMUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!!
Get the best be less from A.E AU
1:110

ENTERPRISES

is

complete
consumer
buying service with
brands

of

electronics
nearly 300

stereo

components,

compacts, portables and accessories
for the car, home, stage or studio.
Also,
TV’s,
prolechon systems,
video rmorder,carn and games All
items new in factory sealed Cartons
with full manufacture warranty. 30
day defective exchange with op.
toonal

S

year

parts

AND

days! Call 2S5 5550 for complete
price quotes or more into, SMWFS,
10 to IS. Ask for KEN Look to A.E.
for the widest selection of the
highest fidelity at the lowest proces
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!

meets

s. Call 279 -GAYS.

2276

2535 Waft Avenue, Sacramento, CA
9SI160.
fun ... Last
Roun.up ride operators ... Security,
Sales.
Immediate
part
time

Maywood

Are.

Box ISM, San Jose 95109. Call

P.O

information,

14.95 for application,

AMUSEMENT

EVANGELICALS Concerned has a
Bible study for gay men and women,
Wednesdays.

restaurants,

Casino’s,

NOW.

FRONTIER
PARK,

AMUSEMENT

Apply

VILLAGE
4885 Mon

990.0755.
pay

and

Nursing

flex oble

clerical

and

per

Services:
COUNSELING
SJSU
Available to all students who would
!Ike help with vocational, personal
or academic concerns Come see us

h ours

in our new office in Room 223. Ad
ministration Building, 7th and San

needed. Call New Horizons at 244 -

sonnet needed. Aides Sil/hr., LVN’s
11/hr.. RN’s 51/hr
Clerical at
various

rates.

Some

Personals

MEN!

upcoming

performances.

Call

991.2416 er 2164118.

WOMEN?

American, foreign.

Jobs

on Shops!
No experience

resorts. Round trip bus tran
sportation. March 29.Aprol 6. Only

all

0235 (price increase due to bus Wolf
Balance

is

due

Baywoof Ave. San Jose. Call 247
7484.
WOULD Ince to find female to be
with a handiCaPPed mon If
terested call 291.2301.

down with rock and roll!!

SAILING Club meeting Wednesday,
March 19 at 6 pm iv DMH 167
Guest speaker on Sailing the Santa
Barbara Channel Islands Everyone
welcome Come sail with us on SF.
Bay.

DANCE ON WATER? April It on
S.P. Bay. 610.00 for live music- Call
2703357 for information between 6
and 10 p.m.

Automotive
Looking,
’73
needs tene.up, replace control box,
201 1712
or
S001.00. Call 254420
RXI:

Good

evenings.

’69 POND Misting, Auto VI. PS. low
Mileage, geed body, tires. Most sell
11,116. Call 2344494 Sr 2274142.

VI. $5,000
’72 MUSTANG: S aaaaa
miles on new engine Good body
Must sell 62,195 or best offer Call
He 1441

manufacture

Your lOsnut.

required. Excellent pay, worldwide

IBM

Selec

Inc. Call 252-4051,

ING
Connie

and Gary 9474792

TYPING) Thesis, term papers, etc
xperienced and last

Reasonable

rates. Call 269 0474

edotong.

Theses,

quality,
etc.
We
complete line of

1
TYPING by Kathy. Professional and
experienced. Selectric II Call 1114

TYPING:

My

can

firm

with

Showroorn

local

and
in

a

t

1
23

Jose
Sounds
Unique, 7670793 Open ’rues Fri., I.
6. Sat.. noon S.

U.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
38
41
44
45
48
50
52
53

DOWN
Intriguing
faction
Greek letter
Scandinavia’s
great dramatist
Edge
Payment of a
sort
Stormed
Thin layer of
gold
- Bull, famed
violinist from
Norway
Losers

54

10 Lodger
11 Writer Vidal

55
56
57
58
59
62
63

ENS.

1E111

15

16

8

9

all

11
21
11 III
24

25
11129

III

1141

il

ill

service.

manulacturong

San

4

14

handle

TIVE’S ASSI

facilities

11 3

24
25

62 Trumpet
daffodil
64 Molar
65 Move sideways
66 Carcassonne’s
department
67 Scorched
68 Burdock
69 Decmber time

Exercised
Wriggling
Together: Mus.
French movie,
for short
Narrow valley
Springtime
gambolers
Seaside
Parade
Gain
Examines
Circus events
Cleverly stylish
Old Greek
weight
Make joyful
Dusk
- Neuf
Uprisers
Indicated
Pardons
Disagreeing one
Border upon
I am present:
Lat.
Cheese from
Holland
Letters
Fictional canine
1/4 acre
Leight Hunt hero
Go: Lat.
Unfamiliar
Kind of horn

e370.

advertised systems use but at 1/7 to
1/7 the cost
Full manufacturers

kits

51

Ms. Bernell at 3744047.

at
work
Quality
resumes.
reasonable rates. Call THE EXECU

31
FAST,

ME

ill 35

accurate typong/liditing on
II. Theses, etc. Words

Selectric

Unlimited. Call Valet 9649303.

WHAT is the official jewel of Alpha
Phi? FRED.

11
1144

11111

iii

IBM Selec tr

11
40
4J

II

Dear roan.
Now you can get "A man’s p0101 01
view. Include any name and address
you choose. All replys are mailed to
wrote.

95151.

For

recorded message call

BUDGET FLIGHTS 1980. Domestic
and
international
let
flights
anywhere at discount fares We also
represent all charter operations
(including

looking for a TEPPAN YAKI COOK
house.

Call

14011 711-4139 Filter 5 em. Ask for
Kenny.

to 34 years of age, 2 years of
college Fluent in Spanish For more
11

Hawaii

Europe

Asia

Africa

I

a

.. Australia .. USA

international

Services
Student

Card issuance
Euraol.
Student Na,) and BritRail passes

STUDENTS Interested in student
government with the INVOLVED
Party contact BILL
STUDENT

Hostel Cards
trains
Hard

SANTI at 734.1117.
DANCE ON WATERT April 11 on
S.F. Bay. $10.00 for live music. Call
777 7357 for information between 6

tours
Mon Fri. l,
noon S

find

travel

Open 7 days:
Saturday, IS, Sunday,

TRIP

AND

PLANNING COMPANY,
Travel Specialists 444 E

Charter
WIlliam

Street 110th and Writ). San Jose, CA
95112, Call 14081 292-1613.

woman who can play a good tam
0503.
borine. Call Kim a

B USBOY/WAITER positions open.
Experience preferred, will train
Call 377 9624 after 1 p.m.

teaching,

understood

141110

winnong photography, call
440 23$8.

E ASY entre income. 5500 to 11,11011.
stuffing
envelopes.
0
feed.
Send Self
, stamped en-

M’S A

S C A
A

TYPING .. my home.

Prof.

A

ISM

A
A

Suitt, Call Sweat 247.1592.

AND
GAREET P
C
MA
L

A
A
T
R, A
A
A I0
A
P INS
REST

QUALITY typing. 100/wpm. IBM
Selectric, 90 cents per page. Cali
JoJo at 255-27M or leave message at

H A
EASE
3/28/80

II

RATES

LOOKING
for
wedding
photographer?
Your
wedding
photographs by John Eroc Paulson
Photography are expressions of

formation. send 57 to Alamo, Box
2480 ISMS Sabado Tarde, No. 31,
Goleta. CA 93018.

TYPING
IBM Selectric
217-4355

Services

JOBS IN ALASKA, Summer Or weir
round. Good pay. 5400 to $2,100
monthly All fields
parks, fisheries,
oil industry and more!
employer listings
For in

69
4/8/80

35E1139.

attractive

ill

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
ISLA
GL UB
ME L -T1
A
Er A-1711F
l THpy0 AGRI
C U
G N
A ERT s A?Ou
A

TRAVEL

information, cII SJPD Recruiting

await

67UUU

EASYTY PE TYPING SERVICE
-- using
Reports, theses, books
automatic typing. Call 2490412, S.0

books
Camping

converters
Club Mod

63

61UUlA
64
ill
68UUU

reasonable

services,

TIM

streets)

mats
Backpacks

.

at 277 4951

and 10 p.m.

ill

al 58

Open 10-5, MF. Call 2110-6706
or stop by 414 E. William Street,
Suite lb (between 9th and 10th

Wide

Luggage
to

USA,
Youth

onal

re

111

11

Agency

Typing

B ERKELEY

Student ships and

Insurance

selection
Voltage

POLICE Officer, City of San Jose.
Most be bilingual, Spanish/English,

Laker)

Mexico

Overseas lob placement
Canada and Mexico Travel .

408-274.0904.
THE Mouse of Genie in San Jose is

II

weekends.

Identity

Japanese Steak

Selectric.
GOOD
typist.
IBM
Reasonable rates. Call Goldie at 267
044S evenings before 10 v m.. vi

front of $.U.. 3/70, 71, 24 and 25.

Then

ill

53

Travel

Keepsake Easter camdy tar sale in

DO YOU WANT some advice? Do
you want to settle an argument? Do
you want to get someone elses

il 50

2174355

GAMMA Phi Meta pledges present:

Available

velope TO

reasonable.

Our

John, P0. Box 21024, San Jose, CA

FORTUNES

31
34
36
37
39
40
42
43
46
47

PROFESSIONAL exp. typos,. Fast,
accurate,

speakers use the same components
that most of the highly popular and

you and are held in strictest con
fidence Sc. for advice, wrote Dear

a

26
27

after 3 p.m. please.

anything from one letter te large
mail lists. Reports, manual or

Dept. C-6, Forst and Laurel streets,

for

a

and
quality
loudspeakers
WHOLESALE to the public.

warranty
MARI
First "The Shakers." Who
knows! Next the "Dallas Cowgirls."
Don’t get too stoned in litho class

NOW?

Please pay as soon as possible. Call
Mg 1097, 243 9949, or 2602529 for
more into. Let’s turn Utah upside

MAZDA

S.

travel. Summer lob or career. Send
$3.00 for information to SEAFAX,
Port Angeles, Washington 91362.

UTANt
UTAH!
UTAH!
Space Still available? 5 nights in
Park City condo’s. 5 day lift pass to
UTAH,

Increase).

performance,

UNWANTED hair removed
Confidential.
355

Specialist.

opinion?

for

tape, check with us for BIG DISCOUNTS on over 250 maior brands

experience

Fernando streets. Call 277-2966.

CALL the School of Ballet Arts for
into, in classes at new spacious
studio. 11116 Lincoln ave. Auditions

23
25

resumes,

12
13
18
22

TYPING

terey Road.
EXCELLENT

papers,

SI/pg and up. IBM
Select...,
Correcting
All
work
proofread. Call Kitty at 230-3099

49

park

openings, full time summer

Term

etc.

dissertations, etc. Reasonable. Call

on lust about EVERYTHING Correct, honest information given on

, cruisers, rafting. etc. Send

letters.

PROFESSIONAL
SAVE THIS Allf I f

of equipment. Good prices available

needed

_
TYPING:

labor.

LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA!
Little exp. Fantastic Tips! Pay!
5I,400 to 53,800 summer. Thousands

Janet at 2349525.

from
direct
wholesale
Shipped
distributors to your door in a to la

Before you purchase any hit!, car
stereo, TV, recorder or recording

Is to Lakeworld 20, Box 60129,

7:30 p.m.
.
Wednesdays in the Women’s C
For more information on any of our
Caucus

to

19
20
21
22

SJSU’s

JOBS,

Entertainment,

Lesbian

ap-

Graduate
by
SJSU
Department IBM Se). II South San
Call
area
Valley
Blossom
Jose,

aPitt.

B ox 60129, Sacramento, CA 951160.

learn about

relevant social issues. We meet in
the S.U. at I p.m. every Thurs. in
Chambers
3/131
RAP
Council

for

referrals

54.95

Send
onto,

16
17

Approved

pay. Summer, career. Nationwide,
SJSU SU: Gay Student Union is
supportive organization for lesbians

TYPING:

Accuracy, neatness and
deadlines guaranteed. Experoerned
in masters, reports, dissertations

Stereo

utilities. Includes pool and laundry
facilities. Call 257-8934 after 11 p.m.
or leave message for Meg at 755

ingredients make EVERY customer
a success EVERY TIME. Your
friends will insist in coming to
YOUR pad on the future. After all,

non smoker.

roommate,

FEMALE

Spiral
Mythical ship
Contend
Both: Prefix
Companion of
tooth
Unbound
Adorn with
sequins
Stendhal hero
21 plus
Type of song
Something
amusing
Wanting energy
The wherewithal
in Rome
Allow
Long Island
Indian
Highest point
Navy clerks
Forage
Cotton twill
Campus building
Seed or germ
Metal
Goicifinny
Admits
Vivien Leigh’s
memorable role
Popular
transport
Dresden’s river

52 Grape crop
56 Dumas
character
59 Outlet
60 Back. Fr.
61 Ferber

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count approximately 30 letters and spnces for eor h Idle(
Such

love, soft, elegant and universally

add,
One

Two

Three

Four

Frye

non.,

day

days

days
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days

day

02 00

2 50

2 75

2 90

3 00

50

2 50

3 00

3 25

340

3 50

50

3 00

3 50

3 75

3 90

4 00

50

3 50

4 00

4 25
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4 50
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For the finest award

John

Cl

Care.

Women’s
CENTER
for
Family Planning Facility.

Free pregnancy testing
Gyn Exam Services
Birth Control

DEXTER EN aaaaa is.

Abortion Services
792 e797

ES. 3039 Shrine P1, Los Angeles, CA
40007

Sc

Print nme

Phone

Address

Each arldroonal One add
50

50

50

50

City

Enclosed

For

Da5,

Minimum Three Lines One Day
RADIO time sales. Sell for top
in
California.
Join
lastgrowing, dynamic organization
With
12 years experience
Top
commissions paid in advance. 5 hour

WRITING

day. Will Orin, Call 6641521.

organ elation, term
Come in early in

stations

NIGHT student needs tutor for Bus
It Intro Data Process/Fortran Call
Steven at 256 ISM before 520

PROBLEMS?

The

San

Semester Rem at 16841111) $ 30 00

English Department
Jose Stat.,
will
help
Laboratory
Writing
students with their welting shills
paragraphs,
sentences,

process

paper
your

Experienced

277-3175
Check

work
writing

tutors

will

HOURS M. II 5. TW,
9, Th .52. F. 04 Education 229
advise you

I.

Classrhcatton

Announcinenis

Help Wonted

Parsons.

Automonve

Housing

Servic

For Sete

losi end Found

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Deadline tw o days prior to publication
Consecutive public mon dates only
Nil refunds on cancelled ads

Aprol 8. 1980 ,

8
Wottian

CHUCK BEC KUM

manager says

Engineering jobs exist
by Janet Fields
Confidence is essential for success in the business
world, said Judith Schliessmann, a manager and engineer
at 1.(kitheed Missiles and Space Company in Sunnyvale.
Women should
Schliessmann said.

not

downplay

their

abilities,

’1 here’ are enough people who will try to stab you in
the back without you aiding and abetting," the executive
told 20 women in the Student Union March 25.

"because my mother never told me not to get dirty."
Women are also afraid to speak up, Schliessmann said
and women from the audience agreed.
"We don’t fail," Schliessmann said, "we fail to try."
She suggested that persons obtain experience of
speaking to groups, force themselves to talk although they
fear they may say something unintelligent and later
analyze what they said to realize that "it wasn’t so bad."

Schliessmann was hosted by REACH, a new campus
"This is going to be hard for you to believe,"
organization for women business students, co-directed by
Schliessmann said, "but I make a fool of myself at least
Anne Storer, human resource administration senior and
once a week. You probably thought I did it more than
Patty Bader, management senior.
that," she added with a grin.
The 39-year-old manager said opportunities available
When asked how she handles men who remark that
to women have increased tremendously since she gradshe is an incompetent manager because she is a woman,
uated from college 19 years ago.
Schliessmann said, "I smile my sweetest smile and refuse
Although women hold few high-level positions at this to get involved."
time, the situation will change, Schliessmann said.
Women should obtain a professional-looking outfit for
-There’s a whole world out there, Schliessmann said, interviews such as a suit coat with a skirt dress,
-and it’s up to you, what you make of it."
Schliessmann said. "Sell yourself" at the interview, she
said.
she
prominent,
predicts.
more
become
will
Women
-Twenty years from now, you won’t believe the
business world," Schliessmann told a small group that
gathered around after her informal talk.

Prof discusses prison system
-continued from page 1
Administration of justice
graduates can find jobs as parole
officers, as well as other positions in
the corrections system, especially

outside of California, Allen said.
SJSU has the oldest degreegranting program in criminal
justice in the country, and is
celebrating its 50th anniversary this
year.
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NEW 3 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM (Model 985)

Fear is what handicaps most persons, Schliessmann
said before she began asking women from the audience
what they feared.
One woman responded that she was afraid of math or
"anything analytical."
Schliessmann suggested that the woman had been
subtly discouraged from math throughout her life because
she was female.
Se hliessmann considered herself lucky because her
parents had not discouraged her.
"I’m an engineer today," Schliessmann said,
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Summer
Session 20
UC Berkeley
Eight-week
Session

With Sound Quality So
Fantastic You Won’t
Believe Your Ears!
Giant size cabinets give rich resonant
sound to fill even the largest room.
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Asian
American SJSU students and citizens
Studies will present "Asian in the community on
Horizons," a campus and Tuesdays from noon to 2
community program, p.m. by nurses from the
today. from 11:30 to noon SJSU
Gerontological
and Thursday from 11 to Nursing Department. For
11 30 a.m. on KSJS 91.7 more information call 27712M. Call Phil Hanasaki at 2723.
258-3020 for more information.
LEAP will present a
lecture
on
literary
Business criticism today at 10:30
Black
Students Association will a.m. in Library Central
meet today at 12:30 in the 217. For more information
Room.
Pacheco
S.C.
call Judy Reynolds at 277William Bradford will 3393.
speak on -Starting your
own business from a
LEAP will present a
financial perspective."
lecture on research in
education today at 9:30
Sierra Club presents a.m. in I,ibrary Central
guest speaker Jim Stamn 217. Call Judy Reynolds for
with slides on the more information.
Galapagos Islands - The
Amazon at 7:30 tonight in
the S.U: Guadalupe Room.
LEAP will present a
lecture on U.S. elections
research
today at 1:30 p.m.
LEAP will present a
lec,ure ni Socip I Work in Library Central 217. Call
Research today at 3 p.m. in Judy Reynolds for more
Library. Central 217. Call information
.Juth Re nolds at 277-3393
for more information.
LEAP will present a
lecture
on
speech
Gerentology Center is pathology and audiology
nose providing health research today at 1 p.m. in
a s,e,s m
s for older Library Central 217,

$149 each [$298 for the pair].
Although these meareassam.
speaker systems are rather large for
the average room, their beautiful
walnut grain color blends well with
any decor.
These speaker systems are one of Marantz’s
newest models. (So new that most stores
don’t even have this new series in stock.) Do
not confuse these high quality Marantz
speakers with the lower priced Marantz
speakers, such as the 15M, 12M, 2M, etc.
This new model (the 985) is an incredible
speaker system.
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NEWEST ONE!!!

So Power I ul They Can Be Used VV,th The Ma,ority 01 fieceivers On The
Markel

5 YEAR SERVICE POLICY INCLUDED FREE

(Model SR2000)
At a price so low,

It will shock you, and
drive other Stereo Dealers Insane!!!
76 WATTS RMS!!

Thispowerful AM -FM Receiver has an ample 38 RMS watts
Per Channel (times 2 ch.) into 4 ohms minimum continuous
power output from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with less than
0.1% Total Harmonic Distortion.

But now you an buy
this great Marantz
Receiver, [Brand New
in factory sealed carton],
for only

Go to Any Stereo Store in the City,
and ask if they will sell you this same
receiver, (Brand New), for less than
the Manufacturer’s list price of $325.00

[that’s
right, only
one dollar],

June 23 to
August 15
A distinguished campus opens its doors in
the summer
? Stringent requirements are dropped and
admission is uncomplicated
Sixty departments offer introductory and
advanced courses for regular University
credit
Extended session in Greek, Latin,
Chinese, Japanese, Arabic, French,
German, Spanish, Portuguese, Indonesian,
Hebrew and Thai
(June 23 -August 29)
To obtain a tree copy of the Summer
Session Bulletin, containing full information
and an application, call or write:
Summer Session
22 Wheeler Hall
University of California
Telephone:
Berkeley, CA 94 720
(415) 642-5611
Name
Address

School

There are about 670 full time
equivalent students (FTEs I and 50
to 55 graduate students currently
enrolled in the department, according to Allen. One FTE student is
equal to one student taking 15 units.

eter

Dual Speaker Control
AM -FM Stereo

Muting
Loudness

Gyro Touch Tuning
Volume

Powr

Duel Power Meters

Ben mdr....g. Treble

sp. MoBitor
Selector

when you buy one pair of
the speaker systems shown above,
at the price Advertised above.
Your cost for the Speaker systems
above is $149.00 each, for a total
of $298 for the pair,
plus $1 for the Marantz Receiver.
Thus, your complete cost for the
complete 3 piece group
is only
$299

Stereo
Discount
Centers,
1795 W. San Carlos Street San Jose
292-3904

